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NATO Members Conduct False Flag Terror In
Attempt to Whip Up War
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Turkey Busted for False Flag Terror

Pulitzer-prize winning investigative reporter Seymour Hersh (who uncovered the Iraq prison
torture scandal and the Mai Lai massacre in Vietnam) says that high-level American sources
tell him that the Turkish government carried out the chemical weapons attacks blamed on
the Syrian government.

Indeed, it’s long been known that sarin was coming through Turkey.

Turkey is a member of NATO. So we’re really talking about a NATO member launching a
false flag attack against a non-NATO member, and then blaming it on the victim.

Indeed,  a  new  tape  recording  of  top  Turkish  officials  planning  a  false  flag  attack  to  be
blamed on Syria as a cassus belli was just leaked a couple of weeks ago, and confirmed by
Turkey as being authentic.

In other words, since the last big Turkish false flag didn’t succeed in launching war against
Syria, they’re going to try again.

This is not the first false flag by NATO members. For example:

The former Italian Prime Minister, an Italian judge, and the former head of Italian
counterintelligence admit that NATO, with the help of the Pentagon and CIA,
carried out terror bombings in Italy and other European countries in the 1950s
and  blamed  the  communists,  in  order  to  rally  people’s  support  for  their
governments in Europe in their  fight against  communism. As one participant in
this formerly-secret program stated: “You had to attack civilians, people, women,
children, innocent people, unknown people far removed from any political game.
The reason was quite simple. They were supposed to force these people, the
Italian public, to turn to the state to ask for greater security” (and see this)(Italy
and other European countries subject to the terror campaign had joined NATO
before the bombings occurred). And watch this BBC special

Quebec police admitted that, in 2007, thugs carrying rocks to a peaceful protest
were actually undercover Quebec police officers (and see this)

At the G20 protests in London in 2009, a British member of parliament saw plain
clothes police officers attempting to incite the crowd to violence
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The  U.S.  has  engaged  in  many  false  flag  attacks  (and   has  been  arming  the
Syrian opposition since 2006 … even though most of the opposition fighters are
Al Qaeda terrorists)
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